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NEW PRODUCTS

FATAL SHOT CHOKE TUBE
Waterfowl, Predator and Turkey Series
The MOJO® Line of Fatal Shot Choke Tubes is a result of a partnership 
between MOJO® Outdoors, a company with a long history of raising 
the bar in hunting and outdoor products, and Rob Roberts 
Custom Gunworks. Roberts has spent a lifetime making 
shotguns pattern to their highest potential. Using 
state of the art computerized pattern analysis 
machines that allows accurate results, plus years 
of experience in factoring them into getting the 
optimum performance out of the shotgun, also full 
line custom shop and building performance guns for 

major companies all over the world. These  chokes are 
designed to hold patterns longer and produce consistent 
point of impact. The partnership between MOJO® and 
Roberts brings the ultimate choke tubes for ALL shotgun 
needs with the following advantages:

• Computerized design and tested to achieve optimum 
performance with today’s newly designed shotguns 
and ammo

• Great pattern results with all types of loads.
• Eliminates the need for several chokes.
• Non-ported tubes provide consistent point of impact 

with all loads.
• Convenient grip for changing chokes without tools.
• Proudly made in the USA from finest 17-4ph Stainless Steel.
• Complete set of SHORT/MID/LONG Range chokes will cover all Wing Shooting and moving 

Target shots.



CONTENTS
MOJO® “Quick Set” 
Dove Tree

(HW9006)
When doves approach any 
area, they are particularly 
attracted to a dead snag, 
or a wire, or food or other 
doves, and providing any 
of the above will create 
a dove magnet. The New 
MOJO® “Quick Set” Dove 
Tree provides all of these 
attractants except for food.
Made of 3 sections 
approximately 29” long and 
connected by an internal 
elastic band for great 
portability and very quick 
and easy assembly in the 
field, it extends to 8 feet high 
and is designed to display 
both static decoys and the 
MOJO® Voodoo Dove. It 
instantly creates a DOVE 
MAGNET!
• Made of durable steel
• Highly portable, easily 

assembled in the field
• Foldable cross arms that 

hold up to 6 static decoys
• Works with wide range of 

static decoys
• Hub on top to hold MOJO® 

Voodoo Dove or other 
MOJO® Decoy

• Assembles and folds by 
use of plug together joints 
and internal elastic bands like tent stakes

• Never lose parts again
• Assembly quick and easy
• Disassembly just as easy
• Utilizes MOJO®’s new “Hard Ground Stirrup” with steel 

spike for easy insertion even in hard ground.
• Provided with convenient carry bag
 The EASIEST WAY to create a DOVE MAGNET in the field.
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NEW PRODUCTS

MOJO® TAIL CHASER ERECT

(HW2442)
Most experienced turkey hunters have known for years that (while it may not seem reasonable) 
a hunter can actually “hide” behind a single gobbler fan. This allows the hunter to call even wise 
old gobblers to within gun range when they have little to no cover, or even slip up on them, or 
better yet, makes them COME TO YOU! To allow all hunters to use this innovative and proven 
technique, MOJO® introduced the Tail Chaser, which allowed hunters to experience a whole new 
style of turkey hunting made into a sensation by the MOJO® Scoot & Shoot Decoy. “Tail fanning” 
is an aggressive, mobile hunt that allows you to effectively hunt places that might otherwise seem 
impossible, such as wide-open country. This allows the hunter to clamp a tail fan to their shotgun 
utilizing a specially designed clamp easily attached to a gun barrel to allow the special fan to easily 
and quickly attach in the fanned out position, or removed and folded for easy transport. Quick, 
Easy and Effective! The Tail Chaser Erect is an upgraded version that not only allows the use of 
the included artificial fan, but also provides a specially designed hub that allows the use of a real 
turkey fan. Legs will hold the shotgun upright to protect the fan and allow easy retrieval of the gun.

• Uses MOJO®’s specially designed quick attachment for artificial or real fans
• Allows hunter to “hide” behind fan
• Extremely portable, leave hub attached to gun, and remove fan
• Fits 10 gauge thru 20 gauge single barrel shotguns
• Beneficial for calling, creeping and fanning
• Greatly reduces turkey’s ability to detect you
• Great for Gobblers when they are henned up
• When they won’t come to you, allows you to go to them
• Provides the most exciting form of turkey hunting

The TAIL CHASER ERECT is the most  
        effective “run and gun” product ever 
        devised for turkey hunting. 

MOJO® STIRRUP POLE

(HW2440)
Specially designed decoy support pole for mounting MOJO® Decoys in HARD 
or FROZEN ground. Uses MOJO®’s ingenious “stirrup” design to allow hunter 
to use entire body weight to press heavy-duty 8” steel spike into even frozen 
ground. Collapses to 48” for easy carry, adjusts from 40” to 68” above 
ground to allow display of decoys at proper height. Accepts all MOJO® 
Decoys with peg. Finally, an easy way to mount your MOJO® in hard 
ground.
• Specially Designed to Allow Easy Mounting of MOJO® Decoys in 

Hard Ground
• Uses MOJO®’s Ingenious STIRRUP Design Which Allows Body 

Weight to Work for You
• Large 6”X4” Steel Stirrup to Accommodate Hunting Boots
• Heavy Duty 8” Steel Ground Spike
• Made of All Steel – No Plastic
• 2-Piece, Collapses to 48” for Easy Packing
• Adjusts Decoy Mounting from 40” to 68” Above Ground
• Accepts All MOJO® Decoys with Peg
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WATERFOWL

MOJO® 
Mallard

(HW2107) Drake  
(HW2108) Hen
The MOJO® Mallard is 
THE premium motion 
decoy on the market 
since it revolutionized duck hunting.  
At that time the additional flash of the 
aluminum wings was a killer; however 
they tend to be noisy, we redesigned this 
product with magnetically connected (no 
more thumb screws) PVC wings which turn faster, are 
quieter and give longer battery life and have replaced the 
support pole with a quieter, more user friendly version 
to produce the quietest, most effective and user friendly 
SWD on the market - as you would expect from MOJO®  
includes 4-ft support pole, 6-volt battery, charger, charging 
adapter. Available in drake or hen.

MOJO Mallard® with 
Factory Installed Remote 
(not shown)

(HW2109) Drake 
(HW2110) Hen
Our Premium MOJO Mallard® decoy, 
6-volt rechargeable battery, charger, 
support pole and factory installed remote 
control. All in one convenient package. 
Ready to hunt!

(HW5111)
The best has gotten    
better! The Super MOJO® Mallard® still 
has all the great top quality features that 
the serious hunters demand as well as 
some awesome new features that make 
the Super MOJO® Mallard® impossible to 
resist to passing waterfowl and even more 
convenient for the hunter. The Super MOJO® 
Mallard® features a new all aluminum 
construction FOLDING Wing in an offset 
posture. While spinning, the offset wing 
design is more realistic than anything 
ever seen on the market before, and more 
importantly, in the field. The folding wing 
design makes deployment or pick-up of your 
decoy up to four times faster than before. 
In addition, the Super MOJO® Mallard® has 
a built-in three position switch that allows 
the user to select the off position, the 
continuous on position, or the intermittent 
on/off position whereas the wings spin 
intermittently as it cycles through five 
different on/off sequences. Coupled with the 
offset design of the wing, it’s unlike anything 
those cagy old mallards have ever seen 
before. It is unbelievably effective on spooky 
or late season “Educated” ducks and is fully 
remote control compatible straight from 
the factory. The Super MOJO® Mallard® is 
the absolute highest quality, most effective 
decoy made by anybody, anywhere...period. 
If the best is what you want, this is your boy. 
Super MOJO® Mallard® (Drake Only)

Super MOJO® 
Mallard®

MOJO Mallard® with Factory 
Installed Multi-Cycle Remote 
(not shown)

(HW2111) Drake
Our premium MOJO Mallard® decoy, 6-volt 
rechargeable battery, charger, support pole and 
factory installed multi-cycle remote. Lure’s decoy 
shy ducks from miles away!
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WATERFOWL

Baby MOJO®

(HW4401) Drake
(HW4501) Hen
All of the effectiveness of the MOJO® 
Mallard® but in a smaller package. The 
Baby MOJO® utilizes our premium quality dual shaft 
direct drive motor and PVC wings. Don’t let the small 
size fool you, MOJO® Magic is now available in a 
more economically priced package that is equally as 
effective as our MOJO® Mallard®.
MAGNETIC WINGS

MOJO® Wind 
Duck

(HW7301)
Wind driven spinning wing 
decoys are popular in some areas, 
especially where motorized decoys are not 
allowed. MOJO® pioneered this concept and is 
the world leader in spinning wing decoys and 
now, by popular demand, offers an all MOJO® 
quality, wind driven decoy, utilizing their life 
like decoy body with popular patented breast 
peg and included support pole. Effective and 
ready to hunt. Mallard Drake only, support pole 
included.

MOJO® Blue 
Bill Floater

(HW7102)
The MOJO® Floater has been 
one of the most popular 
decoys MOJO® has offered. 
The MOJO® Floater is 
ultra-lifelike and practically 
unsinkable! Comes complete with rechargeable 
battery, charger and is remote capable.

(HW2302)
MOJO® introduces the Screamin Woody as our most 
requested product.A MOJO® realistic wood duck species 
spinning wing decoy for the wood duck hunter. Featuring 
a realistic looking wood duck drake body, and using 
the patented MOJO® Mounting Peg and complete with 
3-piece support pole, the Screamin Woody can run up 
to 16 hours on 4 AA batteries (not included) - No more 
worrying with rechargeable batteries. Hottest new 
weapon in the duck hunter’s arsenal!

MOJO® 
Screamin Woody

MOJO® 
Floater

(HW7101)
The MOJO® Floater has 
been one of the most 
popular decoys MOJO® has 

offered. The MOJO® Floater is 
ultra-lifelike and practically unsinkable! Comes 
complete with rechargeable battery, charger and 
is remote capable.
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WATERFOWL

MOJO®  Teal

(HW8101)
MOJO® introduced the MOJO® Teal with SUPER FAST 
WINGS, as a product that takes the SWD concept to a 
whole new level and it has become one of our most 
popular decoys.  Experience has shown that mallards, 
gadwall, teal, pintails, divers, and all other ducks are 
much more attracted to a faster strobe effect of a spinning 
wing decoy. The MOJO® Teal is a realistic looking 
greenwing drake with wings that turn up to twice as fast 
as the typical spinning wing decoy on the market today. 
The MOJO® Teal comes with a 3 piece support pole and 
features the Famous MOJO® Direct Drive System, can run 
for up to 16 hours on 4 AA batteries (not included) - no 
worrying with rechargeable batteries. MAGNETIC WINGS

(HW2435)
Blue Wing Teal hunting has gained 
great popularity in the last few years 
with recent increases in both the daily 
bag and possession limits and plus the 
special early blue wing seasons, best way 
known to get the duck season started 
early.  To accommodate this increased 
demand, MOJO® has developed a special 
blue wing teal decoy. Realistic looking 
body, superfast wings, MOJO®’s famous 
patented direct drive system, comes 
complete with 3-piece pole, operates 
up to 16 hours on 4-AA batteries (not 
included). Just the ticket for the early teal 
seasons, but will work for any type of 
puddle duck hunting. 

MOJO® Blue 
Wing Teal

(HW2102)
MOJO® introduces the latest tool 
in our arsenal of deadly spinning 
wing decoys with the all new MOJO® 
Gadwall. The Gadwall has become 
one of the most hunted ducks in the 
U.S., so you need to add one or more 
of these to your spread. This decoy 
has features not found on any decoy 
in its class, including magnetically 
connected (no more thumb screws) 
PVC superfast wings, second and a 
half on/off timer, operates up to 16 
hours on 6AA batteries (not included). 
Features the famous MOJO® Direct 
Drive system for the quietest, most 
user friendly and effective decoy in its 
class.

MOJO® 
Gadwall
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WATERFOWL

MOJO® MAMA JAMA

(HW2431)
The MAMA JAMA is a highly effective, multi-purpose 
duck hunting tool that combines the ability of a spinning 
wing decoy to attract ducks from long distances with the natural 
motion and sounds made by live ducks as they move on the water. 
All good duck hunters know that ducks see motion 2 to 3 times 
better than humans do. The MAMA JAMA allows you to use 
that to your advantage by combining several of the desirable 
types of motion in one decoy. In addition to the spinning 
wing concept, it moves on the water and produces ripples and 
moving water sounds and more importantly produces the “V” 
that ducks make on the water as they swim. This “V” is one of the 
most visible ways flying ducks locate ducks on the water. Extreme 
realism is provided by an “on/off” control panel. This decoy was specially designed by the 
MOJO® Crew to be a “duck killing machine”! Includes a Mallard Hen Body (The Mama), 
specially designed floating base with propulsion pump to move the decoy in a natural way 
and a orifice discharge to make ripples and natural water sounds, all contained in a single 
realistic floating unit.  Anchored by a 36” X 4 oz. MOJO® Texas Rig. Complete with 12-volt 
rechargeable battery and charger.  Runs 6-8 hours on fully charged battery. Give ducks a 
new and totally natural look.
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WATERFOWL

MOJO® Swimmer

(HW2432)
Finally, there is a Swimmer on the market that will swim in trashy Duck 
Water…the MOJO® Swimmer has two small jet pumps mounted inside a 
special molded base that intakes water right under the water surface to 
prevent trash from clogging up the pumps. It runs on a 6-volt rechargeable 
MOJO® battery (included) and has a built in MOJO® cycler set for 4 seconds 
ON and 10 seconds OFF. The battery set flush inside the molded 
base to balance the body to give it the “V” like wake a real duck 
makes when swimming. Not over 
bearing, but REAL motion in your 
spread. Attach approximately 4 
ft. of decoy line with a swivel (not 
included) and let it rip. Runs 6 to 8 
hours on a fully charged battery.

MOJO® Flyway Feeder

(HW9002)
If you want to kill ducks, make your decoy spread look natural MOJO® introduces the most 
effective and user friendly butt up feeding motion decoy EVER. Featuring one, self contained 
unit utilizing MOJO’s® 12-volt rechargeable battery mounted in the bottom of the decoy for 
stability and balance. Using a specially designed water pump and MOJO®’s on/off cycler to 
produce very life like ripples simulating real feeding ducks. Includes 12-volt battery charger. 
Complete single unit ready to hunt by adding decoy weight only.
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WATERFOWL

MOJO® 
Thrasher 

(HW2303)
MOJO® introduces 
a revolutionary 
method of 
creating motion 
on the water, with 
the ALL MOJO® 
THRASHER 
which mounts 
a MALLARD 
MACHINE type 

motor and prop horizontally-to a specially 
designed pole to allow use in deep (up to 
3 feet) or shallow water.

Generates extreme ripples and current 
to move decoys and delivers natural 
water movement sounds. Will help 
keep ice out of your hole.

Features a specially designed collar 
and support pole, to allow easy 
adjustment of propeller depth.

Base Unit
Base unit comes complete with 
motor, prop, attachment collar, 
support pole and 55 feet of 
electrical chord with battery 
connector and 5 feet lead from 
the motor, alligator clips and on/
off switch. Just add marine type 
12-volt battery and ready to hunt.

Kit Unit
Kit unit provides attachment collar and pole for 
use with your current Mallard Machine motor 
and prop.

MOJO® 
MALLARD 
MACHINE®

(HW63825)
Hardwire
The  Mallard 
Machine® 
is the only 
decoy system that can be 
completely controlled by 
the simple push of a button 
by the hunter from the boat 
or blind. No more kicking 
water and giving away your 
position! The Mallard Machine®’s ultra-realistic 
motion and water movement brings your entire 
decoy spread to life unlike any other motion 
decoy. Light-weight and portable, the Mallard 
Machine® is still rough and durable, holding 
up under extreme use. It can even be used as 
a de-icing mechanism! Works with all types of 
decoys (not included). Runs on 12-volt power 
source (not included).
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WATERFOWL

MOJO® 4 Channel Decoy Boss

(HW2314)
The Decoy Boss is an innovative, multi-channel DC Converter that allows the hunter not only to operate 
multiple battery powered decoys and devices from one 12-volt marine battery (not included); but to also adjust 
the speed and turn on and off.

No more remotes. No more charging individual batteries.

Includes 4 separate channels capable of operating multiple decoys per channel by use of Expander Modules.

Decoy Boss Master Controller Provides:
• Master Switch to turn entire unit on/off   • Running light for master unit
• Master switch to turn each channel on/off  • Running Lights for each channel

Adjustment setting for:
• Time Off   • Run Time   • Speed

Replaces need for remote control, on/off timers, individual batteries!

Expander Module provides for operation up to four (4) separate units.

Comes complete with one (1) 4-Channel Decoy Boss; two (2) 55-feet 16 gauge wire sets; (1) Expander Module 
and two (2) 15-feet 18 gauge wire sets for use with Expander Module.

Can operate devices from the Mallard Machine to any of the SW Decoys to Flyway Feeder or any device of  
12 volts or less.

MOJO® Jerk Cord

(HW2202)
The most convenient and 
user friendly Jerk Cord on the 
market. The Cord is conveniently 
stored on metal pole frame that 
doubles as the anchor pole. 
Anchor pole will support a 
MOJO® Spinning Wing Decoy for 
added realism. Contains 60 feet 
of tar treated cord that accepts 
up to 5 decoys (decoys not 
included) attached with stainless 
steel swivels, included. Includes 
specially designed unique handle 
to store any unused cord. The 
most easy, economical and quick 
method to add real motion to 
your water spread.

MOJO® Wing Thang™

(HW4210)
Tons of waterfowl-killing spinning wing 
flash across the entire decoy spread at 
an affordable price. The MOJO® Wing 
Thang™ allows hunters to economically 
have realistic waterfowl movement 
throughout the entire spread is ultra-
lightweight, and extremely portable. 
Due to its small size and light-weight, a 
dozen or more Wing Thangs™ are easily 
transported to and from even the most remote 
hunting site allowing hunters to attract more attention to 
their spread than ever before. The Wing Thang™ support 
stake is perfect for dry field hunting or very shallow water, 
and the housing is designed to work in conjunction with 
the 4 ft. MOJO® support pole or up to 10 ft. with the MOJO® 
extension pole for hunting in deeper water. The Wing 

Thang™ utilizes the famous 
MOJO® Direct Drive System and 
have no pulleys, belts, gears, or 
anything to slip or make noise. 
Operates on 4 AA batteries. (Not 
Included) NOW With MAGNETIC 
ADAPTOR
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PREDATOR

MOJO® Double Trouble
Byron South Signature Series

(HW2200)
MOJO®’s all new Double Trouble Calling 
System is an innovative new fully 
programmable, all digital, electronic 
game caller combined with built in 
decoy and containing useful “industry 
first” features.

Designed by Mr. Predator himself,
as a Byron South Signature Series
Product, the Double Trouble combines
a state-of-the-art remote controlled
caller capable of high quality sounds 
with MOJO®’s wildly popular Critter 
decoy PLUS built-in retractable tripod 
legs.

Features Include:
• All digital - Remote Controlled with Built-in Decoy &
 Tripod
• Remote works to 250 yards
• State-of-the-Art Sound System
 • Comes with 50 Byron South real animal sounds
• Will hold up to 1000 sounds
• Fully programmable
   • Allows downloading of any sound
   • Allows arranging sounds in YOUR order
• 4 Hot Buttons to store your
 “go to” sounds at desired
 volume
• Powered by readily available
 AA Batteries
   • Accepts Re-Chargeable 
  Batteries
   • Complete with Smart
  Charger
• External Speaker Port
• Battery Status Meter on
 BOTH Caller and Remote
• Built-in Critter Decoy
   • Critter top magnetically
  connects
   • Decoy conveniently stores
  in handle
 • Decoy controlled by
  remote

MOJO®

Loudmouth
(External
Speaker)

(HW2408)
Specially designed external speaker 
for times when you need more 
volume that the internal speaker will 
provide, the LOUDMOUTH is a lot of 
sound in a small package. Designed 
for the Double Trouble Calling 
System and other audio devices that 
use a 3.5mm audio port. It is a horn 
speaker, 15 watts, distortion ratio 
1.4hz and at 4 1⁄4 x 3 7/8 x 3 1/8 
inches is very portable and comes 
with a specially designed attachment 
strap that allows it to be attached 
along the side of the Double Trouble 
to get the 
speaker 
up off the 
ground to 
improve 
sound quality 
and distance. 
Same 
brown color 
to match 
Double 
Trouble, 
comes with 8 
feet of cable. 
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PREDATOR

MOJO® E-Caller Bag

(HW2409)
Handy bag specially designed 
to carry and protect the Double 
Trouble E-Caller System. Made 
of tough 600 Denier polyester 
material it is approximately 12.25” x 7.75” x 6.5”. 
Features a double zipper top to completely open the 
top to allow easy insertion and removal of the caller. 

Has a convenient 
side and end 
pocket to store and 
transport remote, 
charger, extra 
batteries and other 
items. Convenient 
handle for easy 
carrying with 
removable shoulder 
strap included.

MOJO® Super Critter

(HW2304)
The SUPER CRITTER is truly a case of the “BEST 
GETTING BETTER”. The MOJO® CRITTER proved to be 
the most effective and the most popular predator decoy 
EVER, and revolutionized the use of decoys in predator
hunting. NOW, MOJO® introduces the SUPER CRITTER 
using the same tantalizing motion but in a more 
advanced decoy. Includes magnetically connected 
CRITTER topper, built-in disappearing tri-pod 
legs plus MOJO® Peg w/1/4” camera thread gives 
multiple mounting options; super tough ABS 
housing; provided with MOJO® Cottontail sound, 

3-way switch that allows motion 
only, or motion PLUS sound. Decoy 
is specially designed to allow on/
off control from most remote 
callers that have 3.5mm auxiliary 
port (requires common 3.5mm 
double male chord available as 
accessory). Operates up to 20 
hours on 4 AA batteries (not included). Convenient 
wireless removable battery holder stores in recess 
with easily removable cover. Realistic removable 
fur cover. It really is the “BEST of the BEST”!

MOJO® Critter®

(HW5121)
After trying many versions, 
MOJO® has developed the most 
effective predator decoy on 
the market. It is light-weight, 
portable, simple and affordable. 
It has highly visible and 
tantalizing action using realistic 
prey-type fur that immediately 
attracts and holds predators’ 
attention. Intermittent, cyclic 
action for added realism. It 
calls ‘em in and diverts their 
attention away from you. The 
MOJO® Critter® is proven to 
work on all predators and will 
greatly improve your success. 
Operates on 4 AA batteries (not 
included) Add the MOJO® Hawk 
along with this MOJO® Critter® 
to have the complete MOJO® 
Predator System.
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PREDATOR

MOJO® Puppy Dog

(HW2101)
MOJO® brings you a new 
concept in predator hunting 
with the all new MOJO® Puppy 
Dog which is a realistic looking, 
sounding, feeling, stand alone 
decoy that is all that you 
need for predator calling. 
Emits actual canine puppy 
sounds and tail moves with 
the same tantalizing intermittent 
action as our Critter Decoy, which is 
the most popular predator decoy on 
the market. Operates for hours on 4AA 
batteries (not included). Punch the button - throw 
it on the ground - HUNT!

(HW8104)
The MOJO® Woodpecker 

is the newest product in our rapidly 
growing predator line. Preying on a 
predators weakness for an easy meal, the 

MOJO® Woodpecker features a single offset 
spinning wing via MOJO®’s Famous Direct Drive 
System, that mimics an injured woodpecker. The 
MOJO® Woodpecker features MOJO® patented peg 
compatible with  MOJO®’s support pole as well as 
a loop on top of the body so that the Woodpecker 
can be hung from a line for a more realistic injured 
motion. Runs on 4 AA batteries. (Not Included) 
Most realistic Woodpecker on the market.

MOJO® 
Woodpecker

MOJO® Crow

(HW2402)
MOJO® has redesigned the MOJO® Crow, still using the dual shaft, direct 
drive motor system, but now with more effective / user friendly features 
such as...a built in 1 1⁄2  seconds on and 1 1⁄2  seconds off cycler and magnetic 
wings. The built in Cycle with the on / off feature mimics a Crow fighting or poaching 
on other injured prey, which causes other Crow to join in. The magnetic wings just slide 
onto motor shaft quickly and eliminates timely set ups. We have also converted the 
New MOJO® Crow to operate on 6 AA batteries (not included), which keeps the weight 
down and will run much longer. The MOJO® Crow will attract Crow from a much farther 
distance than a standard decoy. Use the MOJO® Crow in conjunction with the MOJO® Double Trouble for a 
DEADLY combination.

MOJO® Critter Extension Pole

(HW9215)
Responding to many requests, MOJO® introduces 
a handy and user friendly extension pole for its 
wildly popular predator decoy. Use when needed 
to get decoy top above vegetation. A two piece 
unit consisting of a square stake into which 
a 9” ground spike is screwed to make an 18” 
extension. The square peg portion of the decoy 
body fits into the square stake. when not in use, 
the spike is stored conveniently inside the stake 
making it easily carried in your pocket. A MUST 
for every predator hunter who uses the MOJO® 
Critter and MOJO® Woodpecker.

(HW4310)
A whole new concept in Predator hunting. Mount 
the MOJO® HAWK on a pole (included) above our 
predator decoy and/or caller. The HAWK gives the 
predator the illusion that a bird of prey has caught 
and crippled an easy meal, and if they rush in, they 
can take it. It causes even the wariest coyotes to 
finish. It also works great to keep nuisance birds 
away. The HAWK is realistic and in the fighting 
position. It uses MOJO®’s patented direct drive wing 
system. Operates from 6-volt rechargeable battery. 
(included)

MOJO® 
Hawk
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TURKEY

MOJO® Fan 
Press

(HW2305)
Most turkey 
hunters want 
to mount the 

fantail of the 
gobblers they take as 

trophies, or to use 
as decoys in future hunting. MOJO®’s 
motion decoy line allows the hunter to 
substitute a real turkey fan for the artificial 
one provided. The MOJO® Fan Press is a 
specially designed press to hold your green 
fan in the exactly correct position while 
it dries, resulting in a trophy for the wall 
or useable fan for hunting.  Complete and 
ready to use.

MOJO® SHAKE’N JAKE

(HW2308)
PRESTON PITTMAN SIGNATURE SERIES
MOJO®, The World Leader in Decoys has teamed with Mr. Turkey himself, Preston 
Pittman, many times world champion turkey caller and expert turkey hunter, to 
develop the first ever full body, full motion turkey decoy - SHAKE’N JAKE! Any 
good turkey hunter knows how well turkeys see motion, use that for you instead 
of against you. MOJO® is famous for motion decoys that not only attract game, 
but also divert attention AWAY from the hunter. This is a specially designed, 
realistic full body decoy that has real turkey motion, not just a raising and 
lowering fan. Configured in the Jake style, in the off position, the tail is both 
down and collapsed. Remote controlled up to 150 ft., it raises its tail and fans it 
while simultaneously turning its body, just like real gobblers do! Operates on 4 
AA batteries (not included), mounts on a 2ft. (when assembled) steel-mounting 
stake, which stores inside decoy. The most realistic 
turkey decoy ever invented. Comes with Blaze orange 
SAFETY carry bag with straps. Here is what Mr. Turkey 
has to say, “I have hunted with every type of turkey 
decoy ever made, and have never seen anything like 
SHAKE’N JAKE. I have been most impressed with the 
aggression aged gobblers have demonstrated toward 
this decoy!” Preston Pittman.

Quarter 
Pounder 
Turkey Decoy

(HW2427)
MOJO®’s Quarter 
Pounder is a highly 

effective, remote controlled, motorized jake style 
turkey decoy that raises and lowers a fanned tail. 
Utilizing approximately one-fourth of the front body 
making it highly portable.  Turkeys are famous 
for their eyesight, especially their ability to detect 
movement, thus they will see and notice this decoy 
from a long way off. Long beards will not tolerate 
such jakes in their territory and will 
come to run them off. Especially 
effective when combined with one 
or more hen decoys. Operates up 
to 8 hrs. from 4 AA batteries (not 
included). Complete with realistic 
silk removable tail (fan) and 
includes easily attachable hub that 
accommodates a real fan for the 
ultimate in realism. Complete with 
remote control and steel mounting 
stake. Action in your turkey decoys 
in a small, portable package.
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TURKEY

(HW2306)
The most experienced turkey hunters know 
that (while it may not seem reasonable) a 
hunter can actually “hide” behind a single 
gobbler fan, allowing the hunter to call even 
wise old gobblers to within gun range when 
they have little to no cover, or even slip up 
on them. To allow all hunters to use this 
innovative and proven technique, MOJO® 
Introduces the Tail Chaser, which is the only 
decoy, made for the Tail Gunner and Turkey 
Fanner. Experience a whole new world of 
turkey hunting. Tail fanning is an aggressive, 
mobile hunt that allows you to effectively 
hunt places that might otherwise seem 
impossible, such as wide-open country. The 
MOJO® Tail Chaser allows you to clamp a tail 
fan to your gun: shotgun. For an aggressive, 
action-packed turkey hunt, get off your butt 
pad, use a tail fan for hands-free cover, and 
go right at those wary old Toms. The MOJO® 
Tail Chaser utilizes a specially designed 
clamp easily attached to a gun barrel to allow 
the special fan to easily and quickly attach 
in the fanned out position, or removed and 
folded for easy transport. Quick, Easy and 
Effective!

• Clamp our realistic fan to your shotgun.
• Allows hunter to “hide” behind fan
• Fits 10 gauge thru 20 gauge single barrel
 shotguns
• Beneficial for calling, creeping and fanning
• Greatly reduces the turkey’s ability to detect
 you
• Great for Gobblers when they are henned
 up
• Go right at them or let them come running
 to you.
• Provides the most exciting form of turkey
 hunting

The TAIL CHASER is the most effective “run 
and gun” product ever devised for turkey 
hunting. When a decoy is too much - you’ll be 
amazed what you can get done with just the 
TAIL CHASER!

MOJO® 
Tail 
Chaser

MOJO® TAIL CHASER ERECT

(HW2442)
Most experienced turkey hunters have known for 
years that (while it may not seem reasonable) a 
hunter can actually “hide” behind a single gobbler 
fan. This allows the hunter to call even wise old 
gobblers to within gun range when they have little 
to no cover, or even slip up on them, or better yet, 
makes them COME TO YOU! To allow all hunters to 
use this innovative and proven technique, MOJO® 
introduced the Tail Chaser, which allowed hunters 
to experience a whole new style of turkey hunting 
made into a sensation by the MOJO® Scoot & Shoot 
Decoy. “Tail fanning” is an aggressive, mobile hunt 
that allows you to effectively hunt places that might 
otherwise seem impossible, such as wide-open 
country. This allows the hunter to clamp a tail fan 
to their shotgun utilizing a specially designed clamp 
easily attached to a gun barrel to allow the special 
fan to easily and quickly attach in the fanned out 
position, or removed and folded for easy transport. 
Quick, Easy and Effective! The Tail Chaser Erect is 
an upgraded version that not only allows the use 
of the included artificial fan, but also provides a 
specially designed hub that allows the use of a real 
turkey fan. Legs will hold the shotgun upright to 
protect the fan and allow easy retrieval of the gun.

• Uses MOJO®’s specially designed quick 
attachment for artificial or real fans

• Allows hunter to “hide” behind fan
• Extremely portable, leave hub attached to gun, 

and remove fan
• Fits 10 gauge thru 20 gauge single barrel 

shotguns
• Beneficial for calling, creeping and fanning
• Greatly reduces turkey’s ability to detect you
• Great for Gobblers when they are henned up
• When they won’t come to you, allows you to go 

to them
• Provides the most exciting form of turkey 

hunting

The TAIL CHASER ERECT is the most effective “run 
and gun” product ever devised for 
turkey hunting. 
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TURKEY

Tail Jerker
(Pull String Operated Quarter Pounder)

(HW2428)
The MOJO® Tail Jerker is essentially the same decoy as 
the MOJO®’s Quarter Pounder but operated with a pull 
string instead of remote controlled motor. It is a jake 
style turkey decoy with approximately one-forth of the front of the body that raises 
and lowers a fanned tail. Turkeys are famous for their eyesight, especially their ability 
to detect movement, thus they will see this decoy from a long way off. Long beards will not 
tolerate such jakes in their territory and will come to run them off. Especially effective when 
combined with one or more hen decoys. Comes with a realistic silk fan plus specially designed 
hub that allows hunter to use a real turkey tail (fan) for ultimate realism. Complete with 50 
feet of pull chord, a specially designed pull handle that doubles as a storage wrap for the chord 
and special steel mounting stake especially designed to support the decoy against the force of 
the string pull. The motion you need in a small, portable and affordable package. 

Scoot & 
Shoot

(HW2426)
The SCOOT & 
SHOOT is MOJO®’s 
REVOLUTIONARY 
new turkey decoy 
that allows the 
hunter to participate 
in the most effective 
and exciting way to hunt turkeys. It is a Boss Gobbler Decoy with built in handle and ground stake that is 
especially designed to be used in the very effective “Turkey Reaping” method of hunting, where the hunter 
can spot turkeys and by covering their face, and as much of their body as they can with the decoy, actually 
crawl (or creep) upon turkeys. Once a mature gobbler detects what he instantly recognizes as a “strange” 
gobbler entering his space, they will most times charge the decoy, allowing very close and extremely 
exciting shots.  If the hunter will hide their facial area behind the decoy, the turkeys do not seem to notice 
the remainder of the body. The decoy has flared wings to offer more area to cover the hunter’s body and is 
equipped with hunter orange strips for safety. Doubles as a stationary gobbler decoy.
Complete with realistic silk removable tail (fan) and includes easily attachable hub that accommodates a real 
fan for the ultimate in realism.
WARNING – This decoy makes the hunter look like a long beard, boss gobbler. Do NOT use on public land, 
leases or anywhere other hunters might be present and could mistake you for a real turkey! Use only in very 
controlled hunting areas.
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DOVE

MOJO® 
Voodoo Dove

(HW2300)
The MOJO® Dove has been 
one of the great success 
stories in all of hunting having 
revolutionized the way we 
hunt doves. MOJO® has redesigned this decoy in the 
ALL NEW MOJO® VOODOO DOVE (Puts the MAGIC 
on them). Redesigned with a larger, more realistic 
body in the correct landing position, now with 
magnetically connected wings (no more thumb 
screws). Operates up to 16 hours on 4 AA batteries 
(not included). Comes complete, ready to hunt with 
steel support pole. Same great action but a more 
attractive and user-friendly decoy. The MOJO® 
VOODOO DOVE will suck them in.

MOJO®

Clip On
Dove
Decoys 4 
Pack

(HW9004)
Realistic, hard body molded plastic decoys that,  
unlike others on the market, are fitted with 
MOJO®’s patented breast peg mounting system 
that also comes with a MOJO® pin adaptor 
allowing the mounting on just about any support, 
including limbs, wires, branches or support 
poles. Adds true realism, works well with the 
popular MOJO® Motorized Decoy. Includes 4 per 
package.

(HW2410)
Pigeon hunting is a very 
popular sport in many 
countries and is increasing in others including the US as 

hunters learn about their availability and ease of decoying. Pigeons are attracted 
to SWD’s similar to, or more than doves and ducks. The MOJO® Pigeon is a realistic 
simulation of a landing Wood Pigeon that features a realistic body with the standard 
MOJO® Mounting Peg, direct drive motor with magnetically connected wings. 
Operates up to 16 hours on 4-AA batteries (not included) and equipped with a new 
heavy-duty on/off switch. Complete with 3-piece metal mounting pole. Provides a 
new off-season sport for most hunters.

MOJO® 
Pigeon

(HW7201)
Wind driven spinning wing decoys are popular in some areas, especially where 
motorized decoys are not allowed. MOJO® is the world leader in such decoys 
and now offers their popular dove decoy in a wind driven version. Spins with the 
slightest wind. Utilizes the popular patented breast peg and included support pole 
and clip. Realistic and effective with MOJO® dependability.

MOJO® 
Wind Dove
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ACCESSORIES

MOJO® Self Timer

(HW9003)
MOJO® introduces a revolutionary step 
in the development of motion decoys 
with the all new MOJO® 
Self Timer which is 
easily programmable by 
the user with up to 15 
separate on and
off cycles and plugs 
into the standard MOJO® 
wiring harness on most 
decoys. Now you can 
design your own on/
off cycles to give 
that “true life” look in 
each hunting situation. 
Operates a 6-volt or a 12-volt decoy. 
Does not work with MOJO® Remote 
Control.

MOJO® Pick Stick
(MAGNETIC SHOTGUN 
HULL RETRIEVER)

(HW2411)
MOJO® has developed the 
most convenient easy way 
to pick up empty shotgun 
hulls in the field, utilizing a 
specially designed magnet 
mounted into an easy to use, 
adjustable “shaft”. Easily 
rakes hulls off into a bag, 
bucket, etc. Light weight  
and handy, adjust from  
32 ½” to 55 ½”. Comfortable 
and convenient handle with 
a built in wrist strap. Never 
bend over to pickup hulls 
again. Works in water or on 
dry land. 

MOJO® “Quick Set” 
Dove Tree

(HW9006)
When doves approach any 
area, they are particularly 
attracted to a dead snag, 
or a wire, or food or other 
doves, and providing any 
of the above will create 
a dove magnet. The New 
MOJO® “Quick Set” Dove 
Tree provides all of these 
attractants except for food.
Made of 3 sections 
approximately 29” long and 
connected by an internal 
elastic band for great 
portability and very quick and 
easy assembly in the field, 
it extends to 8 feet high and 
is designed to display both 
static decoys and the MOJO® 
Voodoo Dove. It instantly 
creates a DOVE MAGNET!
• Made of durable steel
• Highly portable, easily 

assembled in the field
• Foldable cross arms that 

hold up to 6 static decoys
• Works with wide range of 

static decoys
• Hub on top to hold MOJO® 

Voodoo Dove or other  
MOJO® Decoy

• Assembles and folds by use 
of plug together joints and 
internal elastic bands like 
tent stakes

• Never lose parts again
• Assembly quick and easy
• Disassembly just as easy
• Utilizes MOJO®’s new “Hard Ground Stirrup” with steel 

spike for easy insertion even in hard ground.
• Provided with convenient carry bag
 The EASIEST WAY to create a DOVE MAGNET in the 

field.
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ACCESSORIES

MOJO®

Camo Roller Pen

(HW2415/HW2416)
MOJO® introduces the FUTURE for face paint 
with the all-new Camo Roller Pen. We have 
combined the BEST face paint with the most 
convenient applicator-based on the ball point 
ink pens we have used for years. A water based 
paint that rolls on without ever touching with 
your fingers - and wipes off with plain water, 
wet towel, wet wipe of easy removal.

Specially designed paint dries fast after 
application and becomes practically smudge 
proof. It is odorless, hypoallergenic and 
provides a dull finish to your skin.

Comes in a single black 10ml or a 3-pack of 7ml 
each black/brown/green.

Truly a BETTER PAINT in a BETTER 
APPLICATOR.

Single 10ml
BLACK    
HW2415

3-Pack 7ml
BLACK/BROWN/
GREEN
HW2416

Single 10ml
PINK    
HW2417

MOJOPACK®

(HW2310)
MOJO® has come up with the easiest way to 
transport your MOJO® decoy to and from the blind 
or field with the MOJOPACK®. The MOJOPACK® is 
specifically designed to carry all of your MOJO® 
decoy accessories...duck, wings, poles, and 
batteries. This MOJOPACK® has padded straps and 
back for a comfortable ride on your back to free up 
hands for other gear. Also, with a zippered closure 
and a weather flap to keep other valuables in. 
Every MOJO® owner needs one or more of these.

MOJO® 
STIRRUP 
POLE

(HW2440)
Specially designed 
decoy support 
pole for mounting 
MOJO® Decoys in 
HARD or FROZEN 
ground. Uses 
MOJO®’s ingenious 
“stirrup” design to 
allow hunter to use 
entire body weight 
to press heavy-
duty 8” steel spike 
into even frozen 
ground. Collapses 
to 48” for easy carry, 
adjusts from 40” to 
68” above ground 
to allow display of 
decoys at proper height. Accepts all MOJO® Decoys 
with peg. Finally, an easy way to mount your 
MOJO® in hard ground.
• Specially Designed to Allow Easy Mounting of 

MOJO® Decoys in Hard Ground
• Uses MOJO®’s Ingenious STIRRUP Design Which 

Allows Body Weight to Work for You
• Large 6”X4” Steel Stirrup to Accommodate 

Hunting Boots
• Heavy Duty 8” Steel Ground Spike
• Made of All Steel – No Plastic
• 2-Piece, Collapses to 48” for Easy Packing
• Adjusts Decoy Mounting from 40” to 68” Above 

Ground
• Accepts All MOJO® Decoys with Peg
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ACCESSORIES

MOJO®

Mallard 
Magnetic Wings

(HW8105)
MOJO®’s NEW Magnetic 
Wings are the ultimate 
accessory for your MOJO®! 
MOJO® Magnetic Wings come 
with slotted corrugated wings 
and metal shaft that is attached with the set 
screw to the MOJO®. Removal and installation 
of the wings has never been quicker, just slide 
them on and off!

MOJO® Baby 
Floater Magnetic 
Wings

(HW8106)
MOJO®’s NEW Magnetic 
Wings are the ultimate 
accessory for your MOJO®! 
MOJO® Magnetic Wings come 
with slotted corrugated wings 
and metal shaft that is attached 
with the thumb screw to the MOJO®. 
Removal and installation of the wings has 
never been quicker, just slide them on and off!

MOJO® Big Mouth

(HW2433)
MOJO® has developed the most user-friendly ammo 
bag for use in blind or on the belt. The MOJO® Big 
Mouth is specially designed to hold ammo and small 
accessories in such a way as to be easily and quickly 
accessible but still not spill. Taking a lesson from 
carpenter’s tool bags, which have been in use for 
years for the same purpose, this bag has straps and 
D-rings to easily attach to blinds plus a wide belt 
loop to allow hanging from the belt which make it 
a very handy shell belt bag. Approximately 9” x 4” x 
10” it will easily hold more ammo than one will shoot 
in one hunt. Has side pocket within to hold small 
accessories.

MOJO® 
Dove/Pigeon 
Wing Kit 
(Magnetic)
(HW2423)

MOJO® 
Teal/Woody 
Wing Kit 
(Magnetic)
(HW2424)
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ACCESSORIES

MOJO® Wading Pole - 
THE KNOT

(HW2201)
Tired of stumbling on unseen objects 
in the water? Finally an aid to hunters 
wading in the mud and water!

It’s Like Having A 3rd Leg!

Wading support pole with a specially 
designed tip - THE KNOT - to give 
waders support without the tip sticking 
in the mud. Light weight and handy, it 
has a comfortable handle with carry 
strap, adjustable from 42” to 60” for 
comfort for persons of any height. 
Designed to float in the water, so not 
to loose.

A MUST for Waterfowlers and other 
hunters who wade in the mud and 
water.

MOJO® Tree Strap

(HW2412)
The TREE STRAP is another one of those hunting tools developed by the MOJO® 
Team to fill a need in their hunting and they wanted to share it with the rest of the 
hunting world. Useful for duck, deer or other hunting that occurs in or near trees, 
it is a specially designed strap mounted hook and bag, quickly and easily installed 
on most trees, it provides 3 hooks from which to hang guns, bows, packs, 
optics or anything the hunter needs to hang in a nearby tree. Includes an 8” x 
8” x 3” zippered bag of good polyester to hold ammo, tools, optics and the like. 
Adjustable, quick snap strap is easy to install even in the dark and fits most trees. 
Handy, lightweight and portable, it keeps what you need, where you need it.

(HW2436)
The Booty Shaker is an 
ingenious accessory 
created by the MOJO® Crew 

to convert the MOJO® Mallard (Magnetic 
Wings only) to make ripples on the water 
and splashing noises just like live ducks 
do. It includes a counter-weighted collar 
to fit over the hub of one of the magnetic 
wings plus a Booty Shaker Paddle, which 
mounts between the decoy mounting peg 
and the support pole. When the entire unit is 
positioned such that 
the tip of the Booty 
Shaker Paddle is 
just below the water 
surface, the counter-
balance on the wing 
imparts a vibration to 
the decoy, which is 
transferred thru the 
paddle to the surface 
of the water. Added 
REALISM to the most 
effective duck decoy 
EVER!

MOJO® 
Booty 
Shaker
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ACCESSORIES

Remote Control Kit

(HW1011)
The Remote control on/off 
operator by HuntWise utilizes 
the extremely rugged and 
dependably proven keyless 
entry concept. The remote 
will turn decoys on or off at 
a range of up to 350 feet. The 
unit runs off of the decoys 6 volt 
power supply. Comes prewired 
with a quick connect plug for 
easy installation. Kit includes 1 
transmitter and 1 receiver. Note: MOJO® remote 
controls do not operate satisfactorily on dry cell 
lantern type batteries. Use 6-Volt rechargeable 
MOJO® batteries

MOJO® Mud Seat

(HW2203)
MOJO® set out to design the most comfortable, most stable and most user-friendly seat available 
to hunters and people of the outdoors - From which came the MOJO® MUD SEAT.

It is constructed of rugged steel shaft and supports, and is adjustable for seat height and length of 
insertion into the mud.

3 steel lateral supports are specially shaped and pinned to the shaft so - as to spread when 
inserted in the mud to provide stability in all directions.

Features a molded plastic seat for comfort and a shoulder strap for ease of carrying to your 
hunting site.

No more standing long hours in the mud - easily take your seat with you.

MOJO® Live Action Kit

(HW8102) Dove
(HW8107) Duck
The all new MOJO® Live Action Kit is
the ultimate accessory to make your
MOJO® come alive. Dual pivoting
action is obtained through a ball-bearing 
mechanism that allow your decoy to
rotate as well as move around the pole!
The MOJO® Live Action Kit works with 
most MOJO® Products that feature
our patented built in peg.

DUCK

DOVE
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ACCESSORIES

MOJO® Multi-Cycle 
Remote Control

(HW2011)
The multi-cycle remote 
control is simple to use 
and adds a very real sense 
of movement to your 
motorized decoy. By 
varying the cycles of 
automatic on/off operation, 
it provides a lifelike simulation of multiple 
ducks landing - one after another. The timing 
of the wing’s spinning can be adjusted to 5 different 
settings: 1) Steady On - 2) 16 seconds on/6 seconds off 
- 3) 6 seconds on/16 seconds off - 4) 20 seconds on/10 
seconds off - 5) 2 seconds on/20 seconds off. The 
remote will turn decoys on or off at a range of up to 
350 feet! The unit operates on the same rechargeable 
battery that powers the decoy and comes pre-wired 
with the quick connect plug for easy installation in the 
various MOJO® Decoys. Note: MOJO® remote controls 
do not operate satisfactorily on dry cell lantern type 
batteries. Use 6-Volt rechargeable MOJO® batteries.

MOJO® 
6-Volt
Car 
Charger 
with 
Alligator
Clip Adapter

(HW4112)
Re-charge your 6-volt MOJO® battery 
without taking it out of the vehicle! The 
MOJO® 6-volt car charger plugs into any 
standard 12-volt cigarette lighter and adds 
additional convenience to recharging 
your decoy battery. The charger comes 
equipped direct from the factory with a 
charging port plug that mates directly with 
the charging part receptacle of your decoy 
eliminating the need to remove the battery 
from the decoy body. For models not 
equipped with a charging port, the MOJO® 
6-volt car charger also comes standard 
with a dual-wire alligator clip adaptor 
which quickly and easily attaches directly 
to the decoy battery. Now you can charge 
your MOJO® anywhere or while on the go!

6-Volt 
Battery 
Charger

(HW1014)

6-Volt 
Rechargeable 
Battery

(HW1013)

MOJO® 12-Volt Car Charger

(HW2407)
Heavy-duty 12-volt DC charger utilizing vehicle power source. Made for charging 
rechargeable AA batteries (never try to charge non-rechargeable batteries) in the 
MOJO® DOUBLE TROUBLE CALLING SYSTEM and other devices that have a 3.5mm 
charging port and use 12-volt rechargeable batteries. Includes 12 feet of chord, 
approximately 1⁄2 coiled to provide 6 feet for easy storage and portability. Great 
for charging on the go or in remote places with no electricity and for keeping your 
rechargeable batteries up during long hunts (charge between stands).
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ACCESSORIES

MOJO® Jerk-A-Spreaders™

(HW101)
Rigs one dozen decoys Traditional jerk strings only let you pull a few decoys in a 
straight line. The unique Jerk-A-Spreader™ allows you to move a dozen decoys 
all at once. This gives your decoy spread movement and looks more realistic. 

The Jerk-A-Spreader™ easily packs 
into your decoy bag, is lightweight and 
sets up quickly. It comes with 3 Decoy 
Spreaders, a 4’ Stake, Bungee Cord, 
60’ of Tar Treated String and Swivels. 
No assembly required, just attach your 
decoys. (Decoys not included)

MOJO® Decoy 
Spreader

(HW100)
3 pack, rigs one dozen 
decoys hands down, 
this is the fastest way 
to put out and pick up 
your decoys. A single 
hunter can easily put 
out a dozen decoys in 
less than a minute. No 
more tangled lines or 
decoys bumping against 
each other. Simply 
attach your decoys 
to the spreaders and 
spread them out in the 
water and you are ready 
to hunt. A single line 
and weight should be 
attached in deep water 
hunting situations. 
When you are 
finished hunting, 
just pick up the 
spreaders and the 
decoys fold to the 
side to fit into your 
decoy bag. (Decoys 
not included)

MOJO® Extension Pole

(HW2204)
Responding to the many requests from 
MOJO® users, we have developed a quality 
extension pole for use (1) in deeper water or 
(2) to place your MOJO® Decoy higher in the 
air. Comes in 3 sections of approximately 
4-foot that allow pole heights of 4’, 8’ or 12’.

Connects easily and conveniently with 
included quick clip pins.

Includes top with cam lock to hold and 
secure the MOJO® patented breast peg.

Useful for placing multiple MOJO®’s at 
different heights to give them a different 
and realistic look. Or, allows you to set your 
MOJO® in up to 10 feet of water.

Every MOJO® owner needs one or more of 
these.
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ACCESSORIES

MOJO® Texas Style Decoy Rig

(HW2207)  6 oz. - 18” length
(HW2103)  4 oz. - 36” length
(HW2105)  6 oz. - 48” length
The Texas Style, tangle free decoy rigging system has been in use for many years along 
the Louisiana/Texas Coast by hunters who had to transport their decoys into hard to 
reach spots and had the absolute need for an easily transportable, quickly deployable, 
tangle free system, as they had to place and retrieve their decoys for each hunt. The 
Texas Style system is Simplicity and utilizes heavy duty (400#) mono line which is tangle 
free, connected to the decoy by a snap which allows the decoy to slide naturally to the 
weight when picked up, with a loop in the upper end allowing a dozen to be secured 
by a simple carabineer. There is no better, or quicker, or more tangle free system for 
duck decoys. Forget wrapping decoy cord and weights around your decoys - that is 
antiquated.

The MOJO® Hooker
(For use with MOJO® Texas Rigs)

(HW2301)
MOJO’s® Texas Decoy Rigs have become 
the Standard Way to rig floating decoys and 
store them on a carabineer, but collecting 
and stringing is somewhat cumbersome. 
Leave it to MOJO® to develop the perfect tool 
to assist the hunter - The MOJO® Hooker 
allows convenient stringing of a dozen 
rigged decoys and aligns them perfectly 
to secure with the standard carabineer. 
Special loop stores up to half dozen 
carabineers for fast, safe and ready access. 
A MUST for every hunter using Texas Rigs. 
(Carabineers not included)

MOJO® Bird Tote
Loren Reese Signature Series

(HW2205)
Tired of dropping your birds from cheap 
totes? MOJO® worked with renowned 
lanyard designer Loren Reese to develop 
an extremely durable and useful bird 
tote. Made of practically indestructible 
parachute cord that has been braided with 
10 drops, each with metal D-rings to carry 
up to 30 duck size birds or 10 giant geese. 
Neoprene handle cover for carry comfort.

Folds into small space for storage in your 
bag or pack.

Will NOT drop your birds!
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www.mojooutdoors.com
“TV to get your MOJO® working”

MOJO® Outdoors has a new “look” and so does MOJO® TV. We combine 
great hunts from around the world plus in our own back yard with world 
class production to bring the viewer real hunting entertainment and “how 
to” techniques.

MOJO® TV is a hands on TV Show where knowledgeable and experienced 
hunters take you on a variety of hunts, all 100% fair chase. Team MOJO® 

includes Host Terry Denmon who is a Hall of Fame Professional Hunter 
and noted authority on motion in hunting and motion decoys. Terry has 
hunted extensively around the world in all types of hunting including 
waterfowl, wing shooting, big game and predator calling.

Co-Host Mike Morgan is an Outdoor TV Pioneer having worked in this 
industry since its infancy. Mike is also the Head of Media for MOJO® 
Outdoors. Mike is an extremely experienced waterfowler and big game 
hunter.

Co-Host Chuck Smart is an experienced waterfowler and extremely 
knowledgeable of decoying birds and the use of motion and other hunting 
accessories in waterfowl hunting.

All three have been hunting since they were very, very young and being in 
the woods or fields or on the water is second nature to them.

These three experienced people, all very serious hunters, will take you 
on hunts with them far and near and share with you their successes and 
failures. From predator calling brown bear in Alaska and calling of other 
dangerous game to following the migration from Canada to Mexico plus 
wing shooting in South America to sheep hunting in Mexico and calling 
predators everywhere they go, Team MOJO® is always looking for outdoor 
adventure and they want to take you with them

Watch for MOJO® TV every week of the year on Sportsman Channel in the 
US and Wild TV in Canada.



Exciting NEW Predator & Waterfowl DVDs at
www.mojooutdoors.com

FREE

If you would like to be a MOJO® Outdoors® Dealer, contact:
Dealers Only:  (866) 216-6656  phone:  (318) 807-6656  fax: (318) 807-7046

email:  mail@mojooutdoors.com   website:  www.mojooutdoors.com

The terms “MOJO®”, “MOJO® Outdoors” and “MOJO® Decoys” are registered trademarks
belonging to HUNTWISE, Inc. dba MOJO® Outdoors

All Direct Drive Spinning Wing Decoys Covered by U.S. Patent #6,508,028,  6,408,559, & D469,152

The MOJO® MALLARD® Motorized Decoy is the Quietest, Most 
Rugged, Most Dependable Motorized Decoy Avaliable –PERIOD!


